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• The climate challenge 

• Efficient use of resources 

• Population growth 

• A city on the water 

• Lacking institutional integration 

• Resistance to change 

• Create the liveable and attractive city 

 

Challenges 



Third major phase 
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Presentationsanteckningar
Stockholm is currently in a development phase that, in many ways, is reminiscent of the City’s earlier major expansion phases.  during  the last 100 years 1  The first stage began in the early 1900s. Stockholm had to be equipped to use electricity. Basic infrastructure was established, including the central railway station and Frihamnen (The Free Harbour). Large areas of Stockholm’s inner city – then known as “Stenstaden” (the Stone City) – were established – waste water treatment plants.2  The next stage occurred just over 50 years later, beginning in the mid-1900s and continuing for about two decades. This was a time of large-scale, collective solutions. The metro and district heating systems were expanded. Housing for the ABC suburbs and the Million Programme was built. The Essingeleden Motorway opened in 1966. This phase was characterised by belief in the future and a major influx of people to Stockholm from rural areas.3 Half a century later, we are now in the middle of another major stage in Stockholm’s development – the third phase. Our belief in the future remains strong and Stockholm has secured its position as Sweden’s economic engine. The population of Stockholm is on the rise and our challenge is to ensure that the City grows in a smarter and more sustainable manner than in the past.  Using the state-of-the-art technology, we have been able to build areas such as Hammarby Sjöstad and now Stockholm Royal Seaport in a more environmentally friendly fashion. We are particularly investing in future technologies such as green technology, ICT, and life science. We are also moving heavy transport routes further away and redirecting them under the city centre through the road circuit Förbifart Stockholm, the new railway tunnel Citybanan
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Hammarby Sjöstad  
– Stockholm’s first green city district 

• A symbol for the future  
of Stockholm 

• The Hammarby model – 
a closed ecocycle for 
waste and energy 

11,000 housing units 

25,000 residents 
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 The green city district of Hammarby Sjöstad shows that growth can be achieved in a sustainable manner and has long served as a symbol for the future of Stockholm. � The initial ideas for the area were born back in 1990 and most of the district has now been completed. Once fully built, the city district will be able to accommodate 25,000 people in 11,000 housing units.� Known as the Hammarby model, this solution is based on a closed ecocycle in which waste and energy consumption are minimised and recycling is utilised whenever possible.� The residents of the area themselves produce half of the energy they require by harnessing heat from treated wastewater and utilising energy from combustible waste that has been sorted at source. � The residents also produce their own biogas, through the digestion of the wastewater sludge.� The area is also home to several solar cell plants that satisfy the need for electricity for common areas.



Stockholm Royal Seaport 
– the next generation of green city districts 
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• Fossil-fuel free by 2030 
• Local energy production 
• Circular systems 

12,000 housing units 

35,000 workplaces 
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 Stockholm Royal Seaport – the next generation of green city districts – is currently being developed in a former industrial and port area.� Plans are under way for 12,000 new housing units and 35,000 workplaces that will be combined with a modern port operation.� Innovative green technology will enable the residents to manage their own energy consumption using smartphones. � The area is being equipped with infrastructure for electric vehicles, local energy production and waste disposal units in every household.� This city district will be fossil-fuel free by 2030.



If we don’t change our way of living – 
how can we expect others to? 

 
• Test-ground to apply BAT and best processes + 

evaluate results => how far do we get? 

• International model for sustainable urban planning  

• Consolidating Stockholm’s position as a leading 
sustainable capital city 

• Support marketing of Swedish clean-tech solutions 

Why sustainability profiling? 
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The Sustainable City 

It should be easy to: 
 Live in a sustainable environment 
 Be resource efficient 
 Understand the supporting techniques 
 Walk, bike or use public transport 
 Be healthy and enjoy   

8% 60% 
32% Housing 

Lifestyle 

Transport 

 

Share of CO2-emissions per capita 
Source:  ARUP Urban Design Studio 2012 
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Bilden utifrån perspektivet det som staden jobbar med är liten del… rådighetenBeteendeberoende
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Political support 
Common vision 

Cooperation &  
Integration 

Land owner 

Important principles 

Dialogue 

R & D 
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In order to meet the challenges of a sustainable city district, long-term strategic planning is crucial and must be rooted in a deep political will in order to ensure a holistic perspective. Planning work was and is still integrated with goals from the very start of the planning process. This approach has been followed ever since by consultations between the City of Stockholm’s administrative departments and the companies responsible for waste management, energy, water & sewage, aimed at developing the solutions needed to enable the environmental goals to be met. The integrated planning and collaboration with different stakeholders undertaken at the start was, and remains unique. As the city is the landowner, binding requirements have to be met by developers.The city plans to promote the showcasing of the developers' achievements and works for increasing the understanding and acceptance of its requirements by offering capacity building programmes to the developers.Raising awareness and understanding, inform and educate about the whole concept of sustainable cities towards residents, workers and politicians are important milestones. Providing tools to better understand complex realities and better prioritise the different measures are crucial. Developing and coordinating research and development projects are important to benchmark on one hand and learn from other good examples



Our process  

1. Decentralised decision-making  

2. Dialogue 

• Cross departmental collaboration  

• Cooperation with investors 

• Public participation 

3. Tools 

• Requirements on developers 

• Capacity development 

• R&D 

• Continious monitoring 

• Publish results 

Presentatör
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Carrots instead of sticks The city as landowner   shared vision   The process of land allocation   Environmental requirements in the agreements   Competence Programs for developers and consultants   Developed monitoring model  Stockholm Royal Seaport InnovationMorötter istället för piskor Staden som landägare   Gemensam målbild   Markanvisningsprocessen   Miljökrav i exploateringsavtalen    Kompetensprogram för byggherrar och konsulter    Utvecklad uppföljningsmodell   Norra Djurgårdsstaden Innovation



Meeting the Challenges 
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Visions and goals 
 

Action plans 

Presentatör
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Accessebility & ProximityExo systemservicesVibrant city Unique qualitiesClimate & resourcesCommitment & knowledge & recilience
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Vibrant City 

Mixed use 
Make use of natural flows 
Intense spots – interesting destination 
Active and open ground floors 
Welcoming for all 



Availability and proximity 

Mixed use – reducing the need to travel 
Connect – walk ways, bike lanes, etc 
Concentrate – high degree of exploitation supports attractive public transport 
Available to all – the child's perspective in transport planning 
Traffic hierarchy – prioritise walking, biking and public transport  
Efficient supply to the city – consolidation of goods  
Construction Consolidation Centre 

 



Let nature do the job 

Eco systems services – develop and quantify the value 
Multi functional green spaces –biodiversity + stormwater management + recreation  
Strengthen biological structures – connect and expand (Green Space Index)  
Greenery for climate adaptation – local stormwater management  
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Illustrate eco system services in a cityThis sub-project is focusing its work on identifying and developing tools and methods for working with ecosystem services in city planning and building. It involves identifying existing tools, analysing the planning processes in Swedish cities, and redeveloping existing methods and developing new tools. The aim is to facilitate the planning and building of cities with room for both people and nature.



Participation and Learning 

Test-ground for a growing Stockholm 
R&D – industry, academia and public sector in  close cooperation  
Capacity development for the City, investors and contractors 
Extended community participation – public meetings, exhibitions and social media 
Meeting places – outdoors and indoors 
Community activities – urban farming, bee keeping, thematic workshops 
Easy to do the right thing – bike and car pools, concepts for sharing economy 
 



Responsibility for climate and resources 

Fossil fuel free by 2030 
Energy efficiency – energy efficient buildings and transport,  
Circular systems –recycling of resources (energy, material, water) 
Local production of energy – requirements on investors 
Limit the use of hazardous substances in building materials 
Lifecycle perspective 
100-year perspective on infrastructure 
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+ energy buildings 
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Plus – energy house – we have had a competition – the winner could present a house that produce (solar energy) more energy than the house owner will need to buy.•	100 % eco-labelled electricity for all technical installations in buildings •	Reduced energy use in water and wastewater distribution•	Biogas production – from sewage and food waste (wastegrinder to sewer) - Source-separated wastewater system -> nutritions for 



Principles 
• Increased reuse 
• 0% waste to landfill  
• Collect /reuse of nutrients from organic waste 

 

Recycling systems 

Systems 
• Collection of organic waste –> biogas 

• Automated waste collection– 3 fractions 

• Local reuse center 

• Source-separated wastewater systems 
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Toalett: kväve, fosfor, kalium och spårämnen – näringsämnen tillbakaOrganiskt: energipotential och jordförbättring (mullämnen)Solid waste management is focusing on increased material recycling. Waste water management is focusing on reusing nutrients and returning it to agriculture. Non-area specific changes in the systems•	Vacuum systems are required in all new developmentsArea specific requirements – Scenario 1•	Local vacuum operated waste collection system with increased no of fractions => increased material recovery •	Food waste from homes and workplaces is collected (through churns)•	Gardening waste is recycled locally •	Local Reuse Center – decrease in residential bulk waste•	Lower waste generation in total (conscious consumption, lighter materials).  •	Water use: 100 l/person (residential) 30 l/person (offices and retail)Area specific requirements – Scenario 2•	Reduce waste generation in total (more IT - less paper, shifting packaging materials, etc•	Material recovery •	Reuse nutrients from organic waste and water closetsThe solid waste and waste water management is already climate-positive in Sweden.
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Plus trädsida 2SolcellPlusenergihusStockholmshemBygglogistikcenterNätverk för hållbara byggnaderEco cycle model illustrates the compexity of planning for circular flow of resourses Integrating In a previous project a simpler eco-cyle modell was developed for another eco-district in Stockholm, the Hammarby Waterfront, that has been used extensively as a planning tool throughout the world.For the SRS this is an attempt to describe the future solutions that we foresee both in the city district and regionally as well as nationally. This is the first attempt to explain the complexity for water, materials and energy flows. During the process it was apparent that a three-dimensional model is need to describe the complexity. The goal is to be able to use that model as a planning instrument and serves right now as a base to identify future needs of research and development.Even so, it is an interesting picture of the complexity of and eco-cycles. We see it as a basis the city and the connections between the different flows to understand the need of future research and development to reach our goals. The importance of collaboration over organisational boundaries is necessary for example the smart grids for energy requires collaboration between developers and energy utilities.
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The Importance of Integration 

To maximise societal benefits SRS 
Mission 

Developers 
Stockholm  

Water  
Company 

Fortum 
Ports of  

Stockholm 
Stockholm 

Public 
Transport 
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Stockholms wastewater systems 

Stockholm has one of the most efficient wastewater managment systems in the world 
• 100 % coverage 
• Extremely efficient reduction (P=96%, N=77%, BOD7=98%) 
• Energy efficient treatment (0,34 kWh/m3) 
• Biogas production replacing fossil fuels in the public transport (15,8 Nm3 annually) 
• Heat recovery from wastewater (1 100 GWh annually) 
• Residue sludge certified for use in agriculture 

 

Why change the system? 
 



For the purpose of 

• taking in the agricultural perspective 
– To produce fertilisers of higher quality 
– To increase the environmental 

sustainability by closing the cycle of  
food production (nutrients) 

– To strengthen the urban – rural connection  
• reducing the resource use from affluent 

societies 

• gaining experience by scaling up systems 
that have been tested and proved in 
smaller developments 

• demonstrating that the principles of 
sustainable sanitation is applicable in 
dense urban areas 
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Why change the system in the SRS? 
 

Source:  Urban Water 2011 
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www.stockholm.se/norradjurgardsstaden 
www.stockholmroyalseaport.com 
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